The artistic stylization transformation of images is an important part in the research of Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR). This kind of non-realistic stylized research has a very strong realistic romantic temperament and it can express the artistic pursuit of researchers very well. It is a good example of practical application combining computer science and art. In the technology of image style conversion, the simulation of the realistic art style includes mainly cartoon style, oil painting style, ink painting style and pencil drawing style. Previously, some researchers proposed a style conversion method based on the prior knowledge that there might be crosses at the junction of two lines where the tone distribution has a certain rule. However, in this paper, we have focused on the use of an edge extraction algorithm based on Non-symmetry and Anti-packing pattern representation Model (NAM) to enhance the pencil strokes and highlight the details of the image. Then, by combining the line pencil strokes with the tone drawing, we can transform the image into an image with pencil sketch style. Finally, compared with the most important previous methods, the experimental results presented in this paper showed that our proposed method showed more clearly the scene and the content and more details of the image than the previous methods. We also verified our method and calculated Structural Similarity (SSIM) and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) of original images and color pencil drawings with different algorithms on the 7 nature images and the BSDS500 data set.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pencil is one of the most accessible and easy-to-use painting tools. As one of the most fundamental drawing languages to abstract the understanding of the nature scene [1] , pencil drawing has a unique attraction. With the increasing popularity of the image capture devices and the Internet, the artistic style of converting nature images into pencil drawings has become increasingly popular. At the same time, the Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR) [1] - [5] of images The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jiachen Yang . has increased in line with the public aesthetics, since it pays attention to the graphic art and the personalized expression.
In the text illustration, film production, and advertisement design, the applications of pencil drawing are often noticed, which can accurately depict the content of the image, while express a concise and accurate artistic effect. Drawing pencil drawings by hand requires certain professional skills, and it takes a lot of time and effort. Therefore, it is a feasible method to draw a pencil drawing by using computer, and it is also an important form of non-photorealistic rendering of images.
Since the non-photorealistic rendering technology has started, many pencil drawing algorithms have been proposed.
These methods can be divided into 3D model-based rendering [6] , [7] and 2D image-based rendering [8] - [15] . The drawing algorithms based on 3D models required a complex 3D model. However, with the development of digital camera technology and the popularity of network sharing, obtaining high-quality 2D images was much easier than building 3D models based on a nature scene. Therefore, the demand for rendering pencil drawings from nature images has greatly increased. This paper studies the algorithms of generating pencil drawings based on 2D images.
Gatys et al. [10] and Selim et al. [11] introduced an image style conversion technique based on a convolutional neural network that can specify a painting style and then dynamically transformed images into the needed style. In the recent years, a lot of face sketch synthesis algorithms [12] - [15] have been developed due to their widespread utilities in digital entertainment. Peng et al. [13] proposed a novel multiple representations-based face sketch-photo synthesis algorithm. This algorithm could adaptively combine multiple representations to represent an image patch. Li et al. [14] proposed a novel adaptive representation-based face sketch synthesis algorithm, where different regions were represented with different features. Their algorithm combined multiple features generated from the face images, utilized several filters, and deployed Markov networks to exploit the interacting relationships between the adjacent image patches.
In the real art work, the artists usually use hand-drawn strokes to depict the global shape and the main outline, and then repeatedly render the pencil strokes in different areas to depict the tone and the shadow. That is, the pencil drawing is composed of a line drawing with strokes representing the shape, and a tonal texture representing the shadow and the texture. Based on this fact, the 2D imagebased pencil rendering algorithm consists of two main steps: generating the pencil strokes and drawing the pencil tonal textures.
In the literature [15] , Kim et al. proposed a novel sketch filter based on the maximum filter to extract the edges feature and the textures which have hand-drawn style. And then, they applied the sketch filter for edge feature extraction, color pencil drawing, and animation filtered image. The sketch filter could implicitly calculate the complexity of the local area, and produce an image that displays the edges feature and the textures from the nature image, just as same as an artist draws a pencil drawing with a pencil. Way et al. [16] implemented a simulation algorithm based on the YUV color mode and completed the drawing of the color pencil drawing by mapping the YUV color back to the RGB color mode.
Lu et al. [17] proposed an approach of generating pencil drawings that combined pencil tone drawing and line drawing with pencil strokes. The pencil tone drawing depicted the tone, the shapes, the shadow, and the shading, while the line drawing with pencil strokes focused more on the general structures of the scene. Lu et al. simulated the process of generating the tonal pencil texture in human drawing by using multiplication of strokes. On the other hand, the line drawing with pencil strokes was extracted based on a convolution framework.
Based on the previous method of Lu et al. [17] , in this paper, we use the edge extraction algorithm based on Non-symmetry and Anti-packing pattern representation Model [18] - [22] to enhance the pencil strokes and highlight the details of the image. And then, by combining the enhanced line drawing with the tone drawing, we can obtain the final pencil drawing. The experimental results presented in this paper show the effectiveness of our algorithm over the previous state of the art methods. We also verified our method and calculated Structural Similarity (SSIM) [23] and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) of original images and color pencil drawings with different algorithms on the 7 nature images. The Berkeley Segmentation Dataset 500 (BSDS500) [24] is an extension of the BSDS300, where the original 300 images are used for training and validation and 200 images are used for testing. We also calculate the average PSNR and SSIM of all 500 images from the BSDS500.
II. RELATED WORK
In the realistic literature, pencil drawings consist of the pencil strokes that depict the global shapes and the tone with the pencil textures. In the process of generating a pencil drawing from an existing 2D image-based rendering, many algorithms have simulated the pencil strokes and the tonal pencil textures to generate the corresponding line drawing and the tonal pencil texture respectively. Then, such algorithms combined the corresponding line drawing and the tonal pencil texture to generate the final pencil drawing.
A. LINE DRAWING WITH PENCIL STROKES
Through the observation of many pencil drawings, we can notice that the artist cannot always draw a very long and continuous curve, but he can put a set of less lengthy edges to border upon sketchy lines, which will produce a cross at the junction of two lines, as same as in the human drawing. In the previous years, many researches have been done to extract meaningful sketchy lines from a nature image. The lines obtained by using boundary detection algorithms were difficult to reflect the hand-drawing effects, or the lines were not smooth enough, or there were isolated less lengthy lines, and they were extremely sensitive to noise. For obtaining more accurate lines that describe the general structures of the scene, Kang et al. [25] discussed the use of the Edge Tangent Flow (ETF) and used the Flow-based Differenceof-Gaussians method to obtain continuous line drawings. Wang et al. [26] constructed a smooth and direction-enhanced edge flow field and used the flow field to guide the process of drawing sketchy lines. What's more, they incorporated an anisotropic nonlinear filter into their algorithm to extract the line edges, which may create an image for conveying a hand painting style. Kim et al. [15] proposed a novel sketch filter based on the maximum value of the filter to extract the edges features and the textures which have hand-drawn style.
Lu et al. [17] proposed an approach of generating line drawing with pencil strokes based on a convolution framework.
B. TONE DRAWING WIHT PENCIL TEXTURE
The second step of generating the pencil drawing is generating a tone drawing with pencil texture. In fact, many researches have been conducted to generate tonal pencil shadow and textures. Lee et al. [6] and Sousa and Buchanan [7] proposed approaches which generate the pencil texture with directional strokes for expressing the shading. Their approaches relied on the lighting and the material in the 3D models. In the approach of generating pencil texture based on 2D image, Li and Huang [27] simulated the direction of the strokes according to the directional feature from the local region of the input image, and used Line Integral Convolution (LIC) to generate a pencil texture. In the literature [28] , Yamamoto et al. combined the image segmentations to divide the source image into intensity layers in different ranges and generate pencil-style shading lines based on the tone of the image. Yang et al. [29] proposed a Swing Bilateral LIC (SBL) approach to generate a controllable pencil texture by extracting the color from the input image and using them to describe the object in details.
The Line Integral Convolution (LIC) was a texture visualization technique based on the texture of the vector field [30] . It requested a 2D vector field and a white noise image as the input, and then convolved along a specific vector field. The white noise image was generally set to Gaussian white noise related to the hue of the image. For the acquisition of the vector field, Li and Huang [27] calculated the moment of the image to obtain the texture direction of the region. In the literature [29] , the vector field consisted of different types of stroke streams.
The disadvantages of these LIC approaches were that the amount of calculation was large, and since the result was affected by the vector field and the noise image, the algorithms used in these LIC approaches had certain limitations in the expansion. For example, a vector field was distributed throughout the image, regardless of the tone of the image description. The entire image was convolved to generate a texture. However, the background area and the object area didn't use the same convolution approach to generate the texture when the artists draw a pencil drawing.
Unlike these LIC methods for generating pencil textures, Lu et al. [17] simulated the process where the tonal pencil texture was generated in human drawing using multiplication of strokes from a simple texture image that already existed.
C. DESCRIPTION OF THE NAM
Inspired by the concept of the packing problem, a novel Nonsymmetry and Anti-packing pattern representation Model (NAM) was proposed in our previous work [18] - [22] in order to represent the pattern more effectively.
The idea of the NAM can be described as following: Giving a packed pattern and n predefined subpatterns with different shapes, pick up these subpatterns from the packed pattern and then represent the packed pattern with the combination of these subpatterns. The following is an abstract description of the NAM.
Suppose an original pattern is , two reconstructed nondistortion and distortion patterns are and , respectively. Then, the NAM is either a non-distortion model from to or a distortion one from to . The procedure of the transform can be written as follows:
where T () is a transform or encoding function. The procedure of the non-distortion encoding can be obtained by the following expression.
where is the reconstructed pattern; P = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } is a set of some predefined subpatterns; n is the type number of the subpatterns;
If the residue pattern ε(d) is removed from the nondistortion pattern, then the distortion pattern can be obtained as follows:
It is obvious that the following expression is true.
Since the residual pattern ε(d) is only used in the distortion pattern, ε(d) is NULL for the non-distortion pattern. Therefore, the following expression can be obtained when the residual pattern is NULL:
III. PENCIL DRAWING ALGORITHM BASED ON NAM
Lu et al. proposed an algorithm of generating pencil drawings that combined the pencil tone drawing and the line drawing with pencil strokes. The pencil tone drawing depicted the tones, the shapes, the shadows, and the shading, while the line drawing with pencil strokes focused more on the general structures of the scene. In fact, they simulated the process where the tonal pencil texture was generated by human drawing using multiplication of strokes. On the other hand, the line drawing with pencil strokes was extracted based on an unfilled convolution framework. Inspired by the method of Lu et al. [17] , we propose a pencil drawing algorithm based on Non-symmetry and Anti-packing Pattern Representation Model (NAM) for image segmentation.
A. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
Line Drawing with Pencil Strokes: In the real pencil drawing, the first step is to generate pencil strokes that focus more on the general structures of the scene. Then, there is a need to compute the gradients on the grayscale version of the original image. The gradient map G is defined as follows:
where I is the grayscale version of the original image and ∂ x and ∂ y are the gradient operators for I in the x and y directions respectively, implemented by the followed difference. However, the gradient map for a nature image can only give a rough representation of the outline of the scene for the nature image. It is typically noisy and doesn't contain continuous edges which are immediately ready for stroke generation. Actually, in a real pencil drawing, a sketchy line consists of a set of less lengthy edges, rather than a very long continuous curve, which will produce a cross at the junction of two lines, as in human drawing. To achieve this effect, in literature [31] , Ji et al. used the directional convolution operation for the gradient map to obtain the contribution value of each pixel for the defined direction in the gradient map. The direction at a certain point relies on the maximum contribution at the point. Therefore, eight directions at 45 degrees apart are defined. The response map for a certain direction is computed as the following:
where D i is considered as a convolution kernel, which expresses a line segment at the i th direction, ⊗ expresses the convolution operator, G i is the response map formed by the convolution of the gradient map G and the kernel D i , which groups the gradient magnitudes along the direction i to form G i , and C i is the gradient magnitude map for the direction, which is performed by selecting the maximum value among the response map in all directions. Also, generating lines at each pixel can be done by the convolution, which aggregates the nearby pixels along direction D i . The convolution can link the edges of the pixels that are even not connected in the original gradient map, and thus we can achieve the effect of enhancing the edge and the stroke crossing. This can be expressed as in the following written formula:
In the stroke map S the edge areas have higher pixel value (i.e. the bright area). The final pencil stroke map S is generated by inverting the pixel values and mapping them to the range [0, 1].
Inspired by the method of Lu et al. [17] , this paper proposes a pencil drawing algorithm based on Non-symmetry and Anti-packing Pattern Representation Model (NAM) [18] - [22] for image segmentation.
This paper uses the edge extraction algorithm based on NAM to enhance the pencil strokes and highlight the details. Let the enhanced pencil stroke combine with the tonal pencil texture to obtain a pencil drawing. We convert the input image to a binary image for a threshold. We select an adaptive threshold via maximum entropy threshold segmentation method for different images. In section 3.3, we will introduce the maximum entropy threshold segmentation method in detail. The binary image is divided by the NAM-based image segmentation algorithm into a set of sub-patterns (the homogeneous blocks). And then, each sub-pattern is traversed to scan its northern boundary and western boundary, and to update the overall boundary information of sub-pattern when there are adjacent sub-patterns that are homogeneous blocks. The edge map E of the original image is obtained after the traversal. The NAM-based edge extraction algorithm is expressed as follows:
where E is the edge map, which displays only the main outline features of the scene and the objects without a lot of detail, and I is the input image. It will be very abrupt to directly superpose the pencil stroke S and the edge map E. Therefore, in this paper, the effects are not performed by directly combining the pencil stroke S and the edge map E by multiplying their values for each pixel. Instead, a random dilution matrix r with a range of [0.5, 0.6] is introduced to attenuate the intensity of the edge map E. Considering the phenomenon of color diffusion in the edge region of pencil drawing, we use Gaussian filter to deal with the attenuated edge map. The final pencil stroke map S NAM is computed through the following operator:
where g is the Gaussian filter, and r is the random desorption matrix with a range of [0.5, 0.6]. Tone Drawing with Pencil Texture: After the pencil stroke is constructed, the following is a simulation of the tone drawing with pencil texture. By researching and counting a large number of pencil drawings, it has been found that the sketch tone histograms usually follow certain patterns [17] . The tone of pencil drawing mainly consisted of three layers: the bright layer, the dark layer, and the mild tone layer, which are certain by partitioning the pixels. Consequently, Lu et al. [17] proposed a parametric model to fit the tone distribution of the pencil drawing. They used different distribution functions to simulate the sketch tone histograms for the bright layer, the mild tone layer, and the dark layer. Among them, the bright layer, the mild tone layer, and the dark layer were modeled by using the Laplacian distribution, the uniform distribution and the Gaussian distribution respectively.
For the brighter layer, the Laplacian distribution is used and it is written as follows:
where σ b is the scale of the Laplacian distribution. For the mild tone layer, the uniform distribution is used and it is written as follows:
where u a and u b are two controlling thresholds that represent the tone range of the distribution. For the dark layer, the Gaussian distribution is used and it is written as follows:
where µ d is the mean value of the dark strokes and σ d is the scale of the Gaussian distribution. The controlling parameters in equations (8), (9) , and (10) will determine the shape of the tone histogram. We obtain the standard tone map with tone distribution of the pencil drawing by adjusting w i of the three distributions. A parametric model is proposed to represent the target tone distribution, and it is expressed as follows:
where w i are the weight coarsely that is corresponding to the number of the pixels in the corresponded tonal layer, and for each layer, the parameters w i are estimated using the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), N is the normalization factor to make ∫ 1 0 h(v)dv = 1, where v is the tone value, and h(v) represents the probability that a pixel value is equal to v in a pencil drawing.
Finally, based on the parametric components h 1 , h 2 , and h 3 , we adjust the tone maps using the histogram matching in the three tone layers and superposed them again to obtain the final tone map J .
In the human drawing, the tonal pencil texture is generated by repeatedly drawing at the same place. In order to simulate the process using the dense pencil strokes, the reference [17] introduced an existing pencil texture map H , which was generated by hand drawing, and defined an logarithm combination β(x) ln H (x) ≈ ln J (x) that expressed rendering β times using H to approximate the local tone in the tone map J · β is computed by the following formula:
where λ is equal to 0.2 in our experiments, and β * would be obtained by transforming β to a standard linear equation, which could be solved by using a conjugate gradient.
The final pencil texture map T was generated by an exponential operator as follows:
Finally, combining the line drawing with the pencil strokes S NAM and the tone drawing with the pencil texture T to generate the final pencil drawing by multiplying S NAM and T values for each pixel. It can be expressed as follows:
Obtain the color pencil drawing by taking the generated grayscale pencil sketch R NAM as the Y channel in YUV color space, and re-mapping YUV back to the RGB color space.
B. ALGORITHM STEPS
The formal description of our algorithm is presented in the following steps:
Step 1: Use equation (1) to compute the gradients on the grayscale version of the input image I . And obtain the gradient map G.
Step 2: Define eight directions at 45 degrees apart as eight convolution kernels {D i }, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8}. These eight convolution kernels are respectively convolved with the gradient map G along the direction to generate the response map G i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8}.
Step 3: Select the maximum value among the response map G i in all directions by using Eq.(3), and obtain eight maps
Step 4: Given the eight maps {C i }, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8}, the convolution operator between C i and D i is applied to link the edges of the pixels in the gradient map G. And then, generate the pencil strokes map S by inverting the pixel values and mapping them to the range [0, 1].
Step 5: Convert the input image to a binary image for a threshold. The edge map E will be obtained by the edge extraction algorithm NAM-based image segmentation, as given in Eq. (5).
Step 6: Introduce a random dilution matrix with a range of [0.5, 0.6] to attenuate the intensity of the edge map E, and define a Gaussian filter g which is used to deal with the edge map attenuated. The final pencil stroke map S NAM is computed through the operators by using equations (6) and (7) .
Step 7: By applying equations (8), (9) , and (10), simulate the bright layer, the mild tone layer, and the dark layer, which make the components of the tone in the pencil drawing, by using the Laplacian distribution, the uniform distribution and the Gaussian distribution respectively. Based on the parametric components h 1 , h 2 and h 3 , Adjust the weights w i in the three tone layers and superpose them again to obtain the standard histogram h(v) in pencil drawing. The tone map J is obtained by adjusting the tone histogram of the input image using the histogram matching in the three tone layers according to the standard histogram h(v).
Step 8: Introduce an existing pencil texture map H , which is generated by hand drawing, and define a logarithm combination β(x) ln H (x) ≈ ln J (x), that expresses to render β times using H to approximate the local tone in the tone map J . The β * is computed by equation (12) using a conjugate gradient.
Step 9: Obtain the pencil texture map T by using equation (13) .
Step 10: Combine the line drawing with pencil strokes S and the tone drawing with pencil texture T by multiplying the S NAM and the T for each pixel to generate the final grayscale pencil drawing R NAM .
Step 11: Finally, obtain the color pencil drawing by taking the generated grayscale pencil sketch R NAM as the Y channel in YUV color space, and re-mapping YUV back to the RGB color space.
C. ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD
It is very difficult to set the threshold of image binarization. How to select a reasonable threshold is a very important problem. Generally, the same default value is adopted for different images, but it will lead to good processing effect for one kind of image and bad processing effect for other images. Therefore, we select an adaptive threshold via maximum entropy threshold segmentation method for different images. The threshold value is defined as the pixel value that maximizes the entropy of the input image. In other words, after binarization of the image with this threshold, the entropy value of the whole image is the maximum. The so-called maximum entropy value means that the amount of information contained in the image is the maximum. This is called ''maximum entropy threshold segmentation'' method. The principle of this method is summarized as follows: another smooth image is obtained by averaging neighborhood of the original image, and a two-dimensional histogram is constructed from the original image and smooth image. Using the two-dimensional histogram obtained above to find the optimal threshold according to the maximum entropy principle.
In order to implement the maximum entropy segmentation method, the entropy model, used to calculate the entropy value of the input image, is realized by histogram, and is defined as:
where I is the input image, p(x i ) represents the ratio of the current pixel in the histogram of the input image.
max (
T −1 0 p(x i )(log 2 (1/p(x i ))) + 255 T p(x i )(log 2 (1/p(x i )))), (16) In equation (16) , T is in [0, 1, 2, . . . , 255]. We select the T as threshold that maximizes the entropy of the input image. In Table 1 , we show the thresholds of some images that are calculated by the maximum entropy segmentation method. Also, in Fig. 1, we show the edge map obtained by the edge extraction algorithm NAM-based image segmentation, as given in Eq. (5). 
D. PSNR AND SSIM
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is an engineering term for the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its representation, is an image quality evaluation metric. It is calculated as follows:
PSNR(x, y) = 10 log 10 (
where MSE represents the mean square error of the current image x and the reference image y, and H and W are respectively the height and width of the image; n is the number of bits per pixel, it generally is 8, that is, the gray level of the pixel is 256. The unit of PSNR is dB. The larger the value, the smaller the distortion. For color images with three RGB values per pixel, the definition of PSNR is the same except the MSE is the sum over all squared value differences (now for each color, i.e. three as much differences as in a monochrome image) divided by image size and by three.
The structural similarity (SSIM) index is a method for predicting the perceived quality of digital television and cinematic pictures, as well as other kinds of digital images and videos. SSIM is used for measuring the similarity between two images. The SSIM index is a full reference metric; in other words, the measurement or prediction of image quality is based on an initial uncompressed or distortion-free image as reference. SSIM is designed to improve on traditional methods such as peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean squared error (MSE).
Given two images x and y, the structural similarity of the two images can be found as follows:
where µ x is the average of x, µ y is the average of y. σ 2 x is the variance of x, σ 2 y is the variance of y. σ xy is the covariance x and y. c 1 = (k 1 L) 2 and c 2 = (k 2 L) 2 is two variables to stabilize the division with weak denominator, L is the dynamic range of the pixel-values, k 1 = 0.01 and k 2 = 0.03 by default. The SSIM value range is [0, 1], the larger the value, the smaller the image distortion.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our experiments were performed by using Matlab 2016. And we have compared our results with the results presented by Lu et al. [17] and Kim et al. [15] respectively. In Fig. 2, 3, 4 , and 5, we show the pencil strokes of some nature images with Lu et al.'s and our method. In Fig. 2, 3 What's more, our algorithm improves the phenomenon in which some results of Lu et al., have too many crosses in the edge regions, and it makes the effects of strokes cross softer.
In Fig. 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 , and 18, we present three groups for comparison of color pencil drawing with Kim et al. method [15] , Lu et al. method [17] , and our method. The results of Kim et al., Lu et al. and ours are shown in (b), (c), and (d) respectively. It can be seen that our color pencil sketches have more vivid color and sharper outlines. Our results are also more layered. Fig. 7, 9 , 11, 13, 15, 17, 19 shows the two steps of generating the pencil drawing (i.e., the pencil stroke and the tonal pencil texture), and the final pencil drawing which is generated by multiplying them based on our NAM-based pencil drawing algorithm. In order to prove the effectiveness of our method, we show the experimental results of 7 nature images, as shown in the Fig. 6-19 .
From an intuitive visual experience, we can see that our results, shown in Fig. 6(d vivid color and sharper outlines. Our results are also more layered.
We also verified our method and calculated Structural Similarity (SSIM) and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) of original image and color pencil drawings with different algorithms on the above 7 nature images and the BSDS500 data set. Table 2 and Table 3 show the SSIM and PSNR on the above 7 nature images and the BSDS500 data set, respectively. From the Table 2 , we can see that the average values of the SSIM for Kim, Lu, and our proposed algorithms on the above 7 nature images are 0.49, 0.57, and 0.56, respectively. Also, the average values of the PSNR for Kim, Lu, and our proposed algorithms are 9.25, 12.93, and 13.21, respectively. Therefore, our algorithm has more visual effect than Kim's and Lu's algorithms while simultaneously retaining the original image structures. Also, it can be seen from the Table 3 , we calculate the average PSNR and SSIM of all 500 images from BSDS500. We can see that the average values of the SSIM for Kim, Lu, and our proposed algorithms on BSDS500 data set are 0.44, 0.43, and 0.43, respectively. Also, the average values of the PSNR for Kim, Lu, and our proposed algorithms are 7.31, 8.64, and 9.36, respectively. Therefore, our algorithm has also more visual effect than Kim's and Lu's algorithms while simultaneously retaining the original image structures.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper mainly proposes an algorithm to generate pencil drawing based on NAM. We use the edge extraction algorithm based on NAM for image segmentation to extract the edge map from the original image. And then, we let the edge map enhance the pencil stroke to obtain a new pencil stroke with more obvious strokes and clearer details, which will improve the visual effects of the pencil drawing. Combined with the prior knowledge, where the sketch tone histograms usually follow certain patterns, the tonal histogram distribution of the pencil drawing is established, and the image is converted into a tone drawing using the histogram matching. The tone drawing with pencil texture is generated by simulating as to repeatedly draw the strokes at the same place. Finally the final pencil drawing is generated by multiplying the enhanced pencil stroke and the tone drawing with pencil texture values for each pixel.
The main contributions of this paper are embodied in the following two aspects:
Firstly, by applying the idea of NAM to the pencil drawing algorithm, a pencil drawing algorithm based on NAM is proposed.
Secondly, for the first time, the pencil drawing algorithms are tested and verified on the BSDS500 data set.
Since we use the global pencil texture to generate the tonal images, our pencil drawing algorithm based on NAM cannot be directly applied to video sequences. Pencil drawings are almost static. But video's foreground may move, that results in the inconsistent with the foreground and background. Also, applying our pencil drawing algorithm to video sequences may be good work in future. He is currently an Associate Professor with the School of Software Engineering, Huazhong University of Science and Technology. He has published over 50 articles in refereed conferences and journals. His research interests include computer graphics, multimedia databases, and image processing.
